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Nightingale Conant has more proven
best sellers and experts in each field
of expertise to provide the facts,
concepts, ideas and inspiration.
We have researched hundreds of
hours of information and selected
Selections from 39 authorsAnswers
from 46 of their best selling programs

Over 11 hours, there are four books,
R - I - S – E broken down into 33
chapters that address specific topics in
each chapter.

These vital episodes feature edited
segments that best address the topic of
the specific chapter. Our best selling
experts and authors from the vast
Nightingale Conant library of leaders are
your mentors to help you rise to the top
in any business, any industry, any time
you are ready.

R I S E … From revolution to evolution,
this is the resource for ideas, strategy, and
expertise. Lessons to move you into
leadership are hard won from experiences
in both success and failure.

The word RISE offers a clue of what’s
ahead not only in our course, but in the
course of your life. This is the basic outline.
You will have as a resource four books in
this one course.Each letter stands for
specific topics to be mastered and the
letters that spell RISE are used to title
each of the four books

R I S E
The letters in the word RISE provide
principles that give discipline to the pursuit
of starting a business and staying in
business. Or, take you to the top in any
established business. Master these skills
and you will be stronger and stay in
business longer than your competitors.

You want to be in business for yourself?
Or, make it to the top in a career?

In either case, here’s some good news.
You already have everything you need to
succeed and exceed expectations.
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A complete list of all the programs featured is included after the contents

Chapter 1 The Reason for Business

Our course is based on the word RISE and begins with the letter ‘R’ with this chapter on the real
reason you decide to start a business. The desire to own something, be your own boss, make a mark
drives most people to go for it. There are cases when outside influences force someone to go it
alone. Take for example being fired. Do you dust off your resume and stand in line for the next
opening, or go it alone. The fear of breaking the ‘golden handcuffs’ and quitting is too much risk for
some. In some cases, this is the best thing that can happen. Getting kicked out may be the kick in the
butt to take the leap of faith and go it alone. The landscape is changing. This could be your
opportunity to become a free agent as an entrepreneur or intrapreneur. Terri Lonier is an award
winning best selling author and consultant. In her best seller, You, Inc, she starts our course by
explaining what a free agent is. Plus, Michael Gerber, The E Myth Seminar shares business statistics
that are a wake up call. Michael LeBoeuf, Beat the Time Money Trap offers the difference in a dream
and a goal. Gary Goodman, Get Paid Far More Than You Are Worth says the big payday comes
when you do what you love. And, Art Williams in How To Beat Talent Brains and Education proves
that dreams overcome challenges to start a business.

Chapter 2 Take a Risk

Ever hear the saying, “If you wait for conditions to be perfect, you will never get anything done?” It is
a great principle for anyone moving up in the world. John Eliot is a PHD professor and consultant to
major corporations. In his program, The Maverick Mindset, John opens this chapter. More on the
topic from Garrett Gunderson, The New Rules to Get Rich; Dan Miller Dream Job defines risk, Robert
Allen in Multiple Streams of Income for a New Millennium shows how to start a money tree to start a
business. Earl Nightingale from Our Changing World said that risks are green lights.
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Chapter 3 Real Estate for Entrepreneurs
Real estate attracts investors because of the huge potential rewards. Real estate is not only a
demand…it is a necessity. There is a great deal to learn concerning how great of an opportunity there
is. Roger Dawson became a multi millionaire in real estate before becoming a best selling author. He
teamed up with Mike Summey who became a weekend millionaire investing in residential real estate.
They came up with the best seller The Weekend Millionaire’s Real Estate Investing Program. They
share this advice to pay attention to before looking for the ‘open house’ signs. They caution against
eight mistakes that real estate investors make so you can afford the risks.
Also, Brian Tracy in The New Psychology of Achievement has more on real estate investing. Ric
Edelman from the No Nonsense System for Building Wealth explains the importance of knowing the
value of your house before buying other properties as a business. Robert Allen in Multiple Streams of
Income for a New Millennium proves why real estate is great for residuals. Michael Vance in
Entrepreneurial Thinking discusses ways to analyze trends the five equities.

Chapter 4 Confidence to Face Risks

High performers create an entrepreneurial advantage. These winners instinctive own a room when
they walk in. The do not have to show off their diplomas and achievement awards, they just walk in
with confidence and that creates power to win over investors and customers. John Eliot explains what
happens when the training mind gives way to the trusting mind in the program The Maverick Mindset.
Can stating, “Ready, fire, aim instead of ready, aim, fire” work? This presents a problem for goal
setting, unless you are a super bowl winning coach. Ken Blanchard has more from the program
featuring coach Don Shula, Coaching from the Heart as Coach Shula explains why goals are over
rated. David Viscott in Taking Risks says confidence comes from risks. And, Roger Dawson in
Beyond Goals discusses risk avoidance behavior.

Chapter 5 Responsibility

Why are there so many excuses for failure? The most prominent reason is blaming someone or some
thing else makes us feel better about ourselves. When looking in the mirror the things not seen are
great targets. Failure, like beauty in the mirror, is in the eye of the beholder. An early failure may be
realized as a great learning experience years later. It comes down to POV…your point of view. In the
program,The E Myth Seminar, Michael Gerber explains who really is responsible when it comes to
business. According to Garrett Gunderson in the New Rules to Get Rich passion follows purpose.
Ken Blanchard and Don Shula Coaching From the Heart say that responsibility comes down to
leading by example. Michael Vance has more from Entrepreneurial Thinking to help when teams
don’t work. For more on teamwork, Doug Jones has advice in High Performance Teamwork. Robert
Jordan interviews Biomet leader Dane Miller in the program How They Did It.
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Chapter 6 Rewards

How do you measure success? Bank account, type of car, one bedroom or twenty eight, or maybe
some other measure such as changing a life through charitable works. Of course money is a great
measure, but there’s more. In the program, You Inc. Terry Lonier says success needs three things;
something to offer, something to love, and something to hope for. Michael LeBoeuf in Beat the Time
Money Trap describes your journey to winners circle. John Eliot asks about what you really want in
the Maverick Mindset. Brian Tracy has advice from How to Start and Succeed in Your Business.
Garrett Gunderson with New Rules to Get Rich Robert Allen in Multiple Streams of Income for a New
Millennium explains why preserving money is harder.

Chapter 7 Resilience

What does it take to hold on and go against all odds? Sometimes people with power can hold a
person back, and sometimes those people who give negative advice don’t know what they’re talking
about. Teri Lonier explains in her best seller, You, Inc. Art Williams says in How To Beat Talent
Brains and Education winners are not born they are made. Joe Polish andTim Paulson from Piranha
Marketing explain artist enthusiasm to overcome disbelievers. Tom Morris with Seven Greatest
Success Ideas proves that problems can get the best out of us.

Chapter 8 Results

Intentions are one thing, results are another. We go into business with the best of intentions and then
reality hits when payroll is due. Signing the front of the check is a lot tougher than signing the back of
the check to cash it. Once done, plan to repeat the experience at least every two weeks. It can be
scary. However, that just sets the stage for a different point of view. In the program Take Charge of
Your Life, Jim Rohn taught major life lessons about results and rewards. Earl Nightingale from
Success In America said that in America there are no limits. Ken Blanchard and Don Shula talk about
success and failure in Coaching From the Heart. Doug Jones in High Performance Teamwork
explains four task roles. Michael LeBoeuf from Beat the Time Money

Chapter 9 Rise to Entrepreneurship

To enjoy the highest level of rewards and results, being an entrepreneur sounds good. The term
offers some adventure in the challenge to rise to the top. Entrepreneurs seek opportunities for profit
and create new markets and fresh opportunities. Earl Nightingale explained this adventure well in
Success in America. Clay Sherman reports on entrepreneurs in world history from his program The
Uncommon Leader. Robert Jordan interviews CEO Dane Miller in How They Did It. Art Williams in
How To Beat Talent Brains and Education explains why to leave what you love. Brian Tracy in How
to Start and Succeed in Your Business talks about intrapreneurs. And, for more about intrapreneurs
or entrepreneurs Terri Lonier provides additional advice in her best seller You Inc.
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Chapter 10 Come Up With a Good Idea

The letter I in our RISE formula kicks off book two in our course and we begin with the topic of
ideas. Ever wonder where the really good ideas come from? If you ever feel that someone beat
you to the punch with a major disrupter that could have been yours, cheer up. Great ideas are an
equal opportunity law of nature. In the program, Beat the Time Money Trap, Michael LeBouef
says the secret is seeing the possibilities. Marvin Davis talks about the objective of your idea in
The Turnaround Formula. Nido Quebin shares a few ideas of his own about the ways you can
market your idea in How To Market Your Professional Expertise.

Chapter 11 Independence Makes Your Idea Outstanding

Independent thinkers feel the need to make sense of the world based on personal observations
and experiences rather than just going along with the thoughts of others.That sounds like a good
description of entrepreneurs since most leaders have the independent thinking skills. Good
leaders are independent thinkers and trust in their own ability to make judgments, and
independent thinkers have been disrupters for centuries. We admire them. But, can their abilities
be a help to us today? In the program, the Seven Greatest Success Ideas, professor Tom Morris
has the answer. Clay Sherman The Uncommon Leader offers to make it a good day. Joe Polish
and Tim Paulson in Piranha Marketing share a Jet Ski story that shows how others make it to the
top. James Kouzes in Achieving Credibility presents four things to strengthen belief. And, Brian
Tracy from How to Start and Succeed in Your Business outlines seven personal qualities starting
with the ability to know yourself.

Chapter 12 Lucky Ideas

What’s luck got to do with it? The truth about luck is that the law of cause and effect is the only
reliable force to deal with your big ideas. Earl Nightingale made it clear in Our Changing World.
What makes some lucky and why happy luck is predictable are questions answered by Brian
Tracy in The Luck Factor. Dan Miller from Dream Job says don’t wait for luck. Turning adversity
into opportunity spells good luck. What could be luckier than finding Aladdin’s lamp and having
the genie grant anything. Mark Victor Hansen and Jack Canfield created a course based on this
called, The Aladdin Factor. They say your magic genie may be standing next to you at any
moment.
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Chapter 13 Information

Rising to the top in any business requires information. Market trends, the latest technologies,
competitive intelligence, buying and investing motives, and more. One of the best and more practical
ways to gain the data you need is in the everyday meetings. Meetings with staff, clients, investors,
and even the competition can pay off. But, there’s a skill to successful meetings. In the program,
Meeting with Success, Jim Cathcart starts off this chapter on information. Terri Lonier in You Inc has
ideas to stay flexible. Joe Vitale from the Power of Outrageous Marketing says media is a good word.
Michael LeBoeuf offers 80/20 simplicity in Beat the Time Money Trap. Tom Morris Seven Greatest
Success Ideas tells that even Einstein makes a big mistake.

Chapter 14 Investment

You have the idea and the information. What’s next? How to deal with investors is our focus in this
chapter. Earlier, Robert Jordan spoke with Dane Miller about the reasons he started Biomed. In this
report from the program, How They Did It, the discussion is about raising money from investors. John
Eliot, in the program Maverick Mindset says there is no such thing as over confidence to raise money
from investors. Gary Goodman, Get Paid Far More Than You Are Worth, advises to negotiate. Mike
Lipsey and Jerry Anderson in, Real Estate How to Buy Sell and Lease, discuss fixed rate and non-
recourse financing.

Chapter 15 Investor Presentations

The big day comes to pitch your big idea to investors. Based on the information in the previous
chapters, there’s a big difference in Angel Investors and Venture Capitalists. In the program How they
did it, Robert Jordan interviewed entrepreneur Jim Dolan who said that investors should be treated
like clients. Know the market and what your competitors are doing. Know this in advance and don’t
wait for surprises. Michael Gerber has more in The E Myth Seminar. Tony Alessandra in Ten
Qualities of Charismatic People says there is no such thing as a born salesperson. Jim Cathcart
Meeting With Success offers advice to be sure you are in charge.
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Chapter 16 Image

There’s no denying the fact that your image will play a big part in your rise to the top. Tony
Alessandra explains that first impressions and a gold pen can make a lot of difference in Ten
Qualities of Charismatic People. James Kouzes in Achieving Credibility says the skills to improve
your image can be learned. Denis Waitley shares three questions about the integrity triangle from the
Seeds of Greatness. Joe Vitale in the Power of Outrageous Marketing introduces AIDA.

Chapter 17 Build Interests

There can be something to learn from sports stories. Here’s one from a surprising source in The
Seven Greatest Success Ideas with Tom Morris. Jim Cathcart in Meeting With Success develops
listening skills. Tony Alessandra from the Dynamics of Effective Listening says poor listening is too
common. Your idea does have amazing content. You have a story to tell. Joe Vitale continues from
the Power of Outrageous Marketing to teach three ways to write a news release.

Chapter 18 Involved

How involved are you in your work? There is such a thing as being involved too much. In the E Myth
Seminar, Michael Gerber teaches to be sure the system does the job and we stay involved without
trying to do it all. Terri Lonier You Inc talks about the reasons for Motivation. If wealth is the reason
you want to be involved, there’s more to learn from Michael LeBoeuf in Beat the Time Money Trap.
Instead of relying on the opinions of others, we need to remind ourselves of our own unique
greatness. In The New Rules to Get Rich, Garrett Gunderson speaks more about potential and
purpose.
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Chapter 19 Success

Moving on to book Three in our R I S E to the top course we begin our series of topics based on
the letter ‘S’ with this chapter on success. No one is better on this topic than the Dean of
Personal Development. Earl Nightingale from the classic best seller, Success In America. Having
great expectations only works if you are on the right road. Tom Morris explains in The Seven
Greatest Success Ideas. Many people make a huge mistake when they realize they have been
running on the wrong road and feel they can not escape the past. The good news is everyone is
teachable and coachable. In the program, Coaching from the Heart, Ken Blanchard asked Coach
Don Shula about taking on new players that may have had problems in the past to help them get
on the right road. Many people make a huge mistake when they realize they have been running
on the wrong road and feel they can not escape the past. If discovering yourself is the measure
of success, what about examining the forces that pull you forward. To answer the question about
what motivates you, Terri Lonier has more in the program You Inc.

Chapter 20 Survival and Solutions

Why become an entrepreneur in the first place against huge odds? There are solutions in our
RISE formula ride to the top to help you survive. In the program, The Turnaround Formula,
Marvin Davis has this advice. To survive there are a number of things that have to be done.
Brian Tracy has a list of questions from How to Start and Succeed in Your Business that help
define your future as well as prepare you to do things you may not like, but are necessary. Clay
Sherman in The Uncommon Leader has more.

Chapter 21 Security

The fact is there is no absolute security. In Earl Nightingale’s Success in America shared these
thoughts from Earl on the topic of security. Even with all the prosperity and protection we have
today in the 21st Century, security is still a factor on the minds of entrepreneurs. Michael Vance
in Entrepreneurial Thinking explains why security is one of the key drivers. Feeling trapped in a
job comes at a cost. The fear of loss of security may be a price too great to pay. In the program,
Dream Job, Dan Miller talks about that dilemma. In the program, You Inc., Terri Lonier explains
that your contacts are one of the great assets you can acquire while you work. More on building
a network from Les Brown in The Power of Purpose.
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Chapter 22 Stress

Everyone feels stressed from time to time. Some people may cope with stress more effectively or
recover from stressful events more quickly than others. Stress may be short term or take place over a
long period of time. According to John Eliot in the Maverick Mindset stress comes down to emotion.
And, emotion can be a huge advantage. Problems are the starting place fro great disruptive ideas.
What is it about our time that is so stressful? James Kouzes addresses this in Achieving Credibility.
In a changing world that guarantees more problems, there are four things to consider. Peter
McLaughlin in the course Unlimited Energy, talks about the problem solving energy zone. One of the
problems we all face is the time and money trap. That too has opportunities. The paycheck mentality
can hold you back or be the launching pad for your big idea. Michael LeBoeuf in the program, Beat
the Time Money Trap, explains that are four types of people stuck in this time. Turning adversity into
opportunity spells good luck. That means changes in the market may be just what you need. Brian
Tracy in, How to Start and Succeed in Your Business, has advice on how to adapt with change to rise
to the top.

Chapter 23 Sell Your Idea

Joel Weldon in the best seller Sell It With a Million Dollar Attitude teaches how to sell from first
impression to closing more business. They say on social media you have just a few seconds and
limited typed characters to get someone’s attention and hold it. That applies to selling and speaking
to some degree and Michael Gelb in the program Speak With Power has more on first impressions.
In the program, Get Paid Far More Than You Are Worth, Gary Goodman says…

Chapter 24 Sell To OPIE

Other People’s Investment Expectations. They have the money and high expectations of seeing their
wealth grow. To gain access to them requires confidence, knowledge, ability to build rapport, and
persistence. Then, the ability to serve them requires honesty, diligence, integrity, and constant
contact; basically all the sales skills. Those with deep pockets are interested in big ideas and big
commitments. Joel Weldon in the program Sell It With a Million Dollar Attitude has more. In direct
selling, which is what you do if you are going after investors, you have to create the motivation to
invest. Michael Gerber in The E Myth Seminar explains more. Jim Cathcart created the program
Meeting with Success. In that he explains there are at least six vital elements in any meeting that
must be prepared. Once the meeting is done, the desire to follow up can be created by using a few
principles of powerful presenters. In the program Speak With Power Michael Gelb has a few
suggestions. Once the deal is done, staying in touch is critical. Marvin Davis in, The Turnaround
Formula, explains his skill of talking with stock holders and analysts.
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Chapter 25 Spread the Word

You may have heard the saying, "Build a better mousetrap, and the world will beat a path to your
door.” Too many believe that since over 4,400 patents for mouse traps have been registered. The
truth is, the very best idea in the world is not going anywhere without marketing. That does not have
to break the bank, and you do not have to buy into another saying that has mislead many. That’s
when people tell you, “You have to spend money to make money.” Most people that say that are not
responsible for the money in the first place. There is good news. Joe Vitale wrote the best seller The
Power of Outrageous Marketing. In that, he offers a number of no cost ideas. Joe Polish and Tim
Paulson in Piranha Marketing offer two kinds of business models that work without breaking the bank.
Targeting the right people is a key factor to get the most from your marketing. Who are the right
people, Nido Quebin has answers in How To Market Your Professional Service

Chapter 26 Survival

As we have shown in earlier chapters a large number of businesses fail within the first five years. Our
mission is to help you win and avoid the mistakes. In the program, How to Start and Succeed in Your
Business, Brian Tracy lays out fourteen reasons for failure. You’ve got to stay hungry. Art Williams
explains in How To Beat Talent Brains and Education. In every situation to avoid the risks of failure,
cash is king, and cash flow is the life blood of all businesses. Marvin Davis discusses this in detail in
the course, The Turn Around Formula.

Chapter 27 Business Success

Being successful in business is defined by vision and the goals achieved along the way to reach that
vision. A lot has to happen along the way, but there is one core fundamental for any business that
survives and thrives. That core principle is based in serving the interests of others more than focusing
on our own self interests. It is fitting for this chapter on the letter ‘S’ in our R I S E to the top course to
begin with these thoughts on self interests with Jim Rohn in the best seller, The Power of Ambition. If
service to others is the key to moving onward and upward, then specialization to specific needs and
wants must be a factor as well. In the program You Inc, Terry Lonier adds how you see your success.
Specialization wins. In an earlier chapter, Brian Tracy listed fourteen reasons why businesses fail. In
response, in this segment from How to Start and Succeed in Your Business, Brian shares ten
reasons why businesses succeed.
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Chapter 28 Engage Your Market

Michael Gerber in E Myth Seminar has a lot to say about the word ‘Think.’
Going into business means you have a unique opportunity to extend your influence. You may
have to engage investors to get your idea off the ground. You absolutely will have to engage a
market. Depending on the size of your business, you may have to engage employees. There’s
no reason to sell yourself short. Jim Rohn told an interesting story about an experience he had
about being more than you can be instead of steeling for less. Here’s what Jim said in Take
Charge of Your Life. Words have the power to drive emotions. Tony Alessandra says the
emotional messages you send to others is the basis for engaging them. Here’s Tony from Ten
Qualities of Charismatic People. Emotional messages have the power to persuade others to
action. That may mean you can sell them your vision. It does not have anything to do with
negotiating the end result. In the program Secrets of Power Persuasion, Roger Dawson explains
the difference in persuading someone to act, and negotiating what actions have to be satisfied.

Chapter 29 Evolve

Entrepreneurs who discover the purpose of their life and business are able to grow it beyond all
fears and challenges of survival. From The E Myth Seminar, Michael Gerber talks about the
purpose and evolution of your business. Marketing is required to grow and Jeffrey Fox shares
fifteen must know rules in How to Be a Rainmaker. Joel Weldon teaches creative positive visions
in the program, Sell It With a Million Dollar Attitude. In The Turnaround Formula, Marvin Davis
shares the way to do an assessment and how to present that in a vision statement.

Chapter 30 Execution

Everything from dreaming up a disruptive idea to selling investors comes down to getting the job
done and that is the subject of execution and knowing what to do and when to do it. There’s a lot
of talk about setting goals to make things happen. In the program the Seven Greatest Success
Ideas, Tom Morris explains that far too many people think that all they have to do is show up.
The skill to plan ahead and be prepared to listen and meet the needs of the person you are trying
to sell is offered in the program, How to Be a Rainmaker, Jeffrey Fox has the answer. The major
task of any business that requires execution is a good marketing plan of actions. To make this
easier, Jay Conrad Levinson has a seven sentence plan for powerful marketing from his course
62 Free Ways to Grow Your Business Profit.
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Chapter 31 Effective Entrepreneurs

If you were asked to perform in an effective way, or you were told to get the job done efficiently, how
would you handle the assignment? The answer could be a deciding factor for your investors and
customers. Both sound like something others want to hear from you, but these two goals can be
misinterpreted. Being effective means you can accomplish an expected result. Doing the job
efficiently means you get it done on time below budget. Or, you might say being effective is about
doing the right things, while being efficient is about doing things right. Terri Lonier says in You Inc
there are four requirements to be more effective. Ken Blanchard and Coach Don Shula have
addressed specific steps to be done as well in the program Coaching From The Heart.Show and tell
is a coachable skill as well. To execute your plan effectively you have to know what you’re talking
about, but that means nothing if you cannot communicate the idea effectively. Michael Gelb teaches
it is not what you know, but how you show in his best seller, Speak With Power. Too much of a good
thing is not very efficient when communicating or getting things done effectively. This rings true with
the 80/20 rule or roughly 80% of the effects come from 20% of the causes. Author Richard Koch
developed a course on the topic titled, The 80 20 Principle Secret to Success by Achieving More
with Less.

Chapter 32 Employees

Are you happy at work? Are your employees happy at work? Here’s a shocker. Forget becoming an
entrepreneur if you goal is to create the happiest place on earth. That’s Disneyworld and the place
you go on vacation. Work is where people show up to get things done. So the first rule for any
business is the fact that the customer is king. To be a better leader of a winning company, here’s
what Clay Sherman says in the best seller, The Uncommon Leader. How does customer satisfaction
impact employee satisfaction? Michael Gerber has answers in The E Myth Seminar. Releasing that
power in people takes courage to trust those around you and that means you have to have the
ability to speak without fear. For that, we can learn from the skills used to speak to a group…even if
the talk is private one to one. In the program, Speak With Power, Michael Gelb teaches ways to
deliver the message without fear. Lou Adler in the Power Hiring says you need to know up front if
they can do the job. Ken Blanchard and Don Shula in Coaching From the Heart discuss conviction
of vision.
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Chapter 33 Entrepreneurship

Entrepreneurship means has a great deal to do with action and courage. Those who can commit
and persevere through challenges and failures make it. Articles on the topic are packed with terms
such as a struggle, battle and past experiences to make smart decisions. Some statistics report that
one third of the American workforce say they are self employed. That doesn’t mean they run
businesses and become industry leaders…many self employed professionals include many walks of
life from realtors to doctors and lawyers. They all have one thing in common; a strong sense of
identity. In the program, The E Myth Seminar, Michael Gerber says. This is one of the best times in
history to seek and take advantage of opportunities. Brian Tracy says this is the opportunity era in
How to Start and Succeed in Your Business. Opportunity knocks all the time…not just once. Art
Williams says this in How To Beat Talent Brains and Education. With an ever growing list of
opportunities, it sounds like all good news. Sometimes even food news comes with a warning; such
as, growing too fast. It is a huge temptation but one shift that is hard to master. In The Turnaround
Formula, Marvin Davis has a lot of experience with this. Sounds like growing too much too fast is the
thing all entrepreneurs want. The opposite impact of too much growth is not enough that may lead to
downsizing. Actually, getting fired is another major motivator for people to seek entrepreneurship.
Having the golden handcuffs of perceived security can be a wake up call to go it alone. There is a
changing landscape of downsizing that Terri Lonier explores in the program You, Inc. Terri spoke
with William Bridges about this. The idea of downsizing may cause some stress. To become an
entrepreneur the threat of stress can be a good thing. John Eliot in, The Maverick Mindset explains.
Seeking financial independence and freedom from stress is a major reason for many to try
entrepreneurship. But, there’s more in the balance according to Michael LeBoeuf in the program
Beat the Time Money Trap. We opened this course with the difference in capitalism and socialism
being about the same as the difference in success and envy. Years ago, the co-founder of
Nightingale Conant, Earl Nightingale explained the concepts so well in Our Changing World.
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Additional Compilation Programs with Joe
Nuckols from Nightingale Conant

Powerful Earl Nightingale messages organized into four skill
sets demanded by leading corporations.
The complete program includes 64 episodes - over 21 hours of
life-changing powerful ideas. All you need is one idea that
engages your unlimited potential, and you will get anything you
want.

Become the sustaining resource as a sales professional or
entrepreneur in today's tough competitive market. The way
people buy may change, the way people sell only gets better.
Discover the proven principles from 45 best-selling courses
from the extensive Nightingale Conant library. Sales
Revelation, the ultimate collection of Nightingale Conant's best-
selling sales and business leaders share 33 select 20-minute
topics with over 11 hours edited into an easy-to-use format.

Everyone ends up somewhere - the question is where. The Goals
and Vision Master Course provides you with skills to get what
you want - but much more.
This collection of select messages is taken from 64 best-selling
courses from 57 proven experts. Our Nightingale Conant
compilation programs are designed to make it easy for you to hear
selections in a topic-driven format

Do you have what it takes to face each new day with a kick
butt attitude? The conflict between those that succeed and those
that just get by will no longer stand in your way. The great divide
disappears when you change knowledge into your personal action
plan.
PUMP: Get Motivated and Stay Motivated, promises an
intellectual edge to take you over the top.
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The American pioneering spirit still lives. Art Williams's journey to
super-success began when he was a high-school football coach in
a small southern town. Driven by his desire to provide a more
secure life for his family and himself, he formulated his plan. From
the seeds of that plan, he created an enterprise that was to
become bigger than his two biggest competitors combined - in the
largest industry in the world: insurance.

Inspire the people in your life to triumph - every day!
In this innovative program, management expert Ken Blanchard
and winning NFL coach Don Shula team up to share their
powerful secrets of effective coaching in everyday situations. The
skills of a great coach can be just as effective in the boardroom or
living room as on the playing field. Instead of merely telling people
what to do, you can help inspire them to work together
enthusiastically: following a powerful vision, tapping into their
hidden talents, and soaring to greatness and success.

62 Free Ways to Grow Your Business Profits will stimulate
hundreds of breakthrough ideas for you to ponder. Quite simply,
the program takes a revolutionary approach to marketing that is
more powerful than any other marketing force you've ever
encountered before! Jay Levinson is like a walking encyclopedia
of marketing insight.
Why it's a fatal mistake to use only one or two marketing

tactics at a time..
Why marketing doesn't have to be expensive.

The Aladdin Factor teaches you solid, proven techniques for
blasting through roadblocks to reach the rewards that lie
beyond. You'll learn how to shed self-limiting. Hansen and
Canfield weave their sound advice together with inspirational
stories of the "Masters of the Lamp"- people who have
succeeded in getting what they want by applying the seemingly
simple tactic of just asking for it. You'll recognize yourself in
their stories, and realize just how much is out there waiting for
you.
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Discover the tools that will help you realize the freedom and fulfillment of
working for yourself!
The leap from corporate team player to individual entrepreneur can be the most
exhilarating and rewarding move you'll ever make - if you know where you' re
going, which steps to take, the pitfalls to avoid, and what to look for when you
get to the other side.
In You, Inc.: Creating Your Life as a Free Agent, award winning author and
small business expert Terri Lonier and her panel of experts give you all this
information and much more as she guides you through the transformation to
independent enterprise that more than a million people are making each year.

Climb your way to super achievement!
Never resting on their laurels and always moving on to their next goal, people
become super-achievers only when they believe that good enough isn't good
enough for them. These are the personality types that get everything they
want out of life. In Beyond Goals, Roger Dawson shares the life-changing
results of his research into the lives of super-achievers. He gives you a
perceptive look at how behavior determines your success - and invaluable
advice on how to shape your own behavior using specific steps that will help
you develop the personality of an achiever.

Master the power of getting people to see things your way and to do
what you want!
The ability to persuade is priceless!
Do you know someone who has an amazing ability to persuade people? That
person might be a co-worker who always gets exactly what he or she wants
from the company president. Or a salesperson who inevitably seems to land
all the new accounts. Or neighbors who never have the slightest difficulty with
their kids. We've all encountered someone who can convince and persuade
others, almost by magic. But it isn't magic. It's a skill you can learn, an
acquired ability that Roger Dawson calls Power Persuasion.

In The Weekend Millionaire's Real Estate Investing Program: How to Get
Rich in Your Spare Time, you'll learn that you don't have to quit your day job
to get started and be successful in real estate. The Weekend Millionaire's
Real Estate Investing Program is a step-by-step guide that shows you how to
target a possible real estate property and analyze its true value to get the
absolute most out of your investment, whether you plan to rent or sell. This
program gives you a long-term strategy, based on sound market principles, to
leverage the properties you buy and develop to create a substantial cash flow
without major capital investment.
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The Psychology of Winning will teach you how to program
your mind for success and achievement. Whether you realize
it or not, you are in the game! And winning is only an attitude
away. The outcome of the game is on your shoulders. So ask
yourself:
Is my career a runaway success?
Am I a champion to my family?
Am I excited to get up every morning and start another day in my
own shoes?
Winners can honestly answer each question “yes.”

Dr. Clay Sherman: His ideas can put you over the top!
Everyone wants to be number one these days, and with good reason.
America is a competitive society that is facing unrelenting challenges
from foreign competitors. Today's managements are looking for new
ideas and new leaders. Innovation is sought and prized. The climate is
right for becoming an uncommon leader. And nobody makes the
process easier than Clay Sherman. He is the founder of Management
House, a consulting firm with a client list that includes hundreds of
Fortune 500 companies, as well as powerful, emerging organizations.

In Dream Job: 48 Days to the Work You Love, renowned vocational
coach, author, and radio host Dan Miller gives you a complete, step-by-
step system for clarifying, finding, securing, and maintaining a work life
that gives you everything you've ever wanted: true fulfillment and an
income that more than supports whatever lifestyle you want to lead.
Whether you're looking for guidance on how to launch a new career or
business, want to increase your sense of contribution and fulfillment at
your current job, or want to earn a six-figure income doing something you
love, this system will work for you.

Dr. David Viscott helps you take the risks that are right for you!
Learning to take the right risks - the ones that can propel you to new
heights - is best done from someone who is both passionate about life
and an inveterate risk taker. Dr. David Viscott is just such a person. In
this program, his first for Nightingale-Conant, Dr. Viscott brings his
proven abilities and friendly, animated style to a subject that is of vital
importance in our rapidly changing world: overcoming the fears that
keep us from the rewards of smart, progressive risking. A best-selling
author and host of radio and television programs, Dr. Viscott has shared
his insights of personal growth with millions of Americans. After years of
research and successful clinical practice, he left New England to open
the Viscott Center for Natural Therapy in Los Angeles.
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Accomplish more in the weeks, months, and years ahead than you
ever imagined possible! Now completely updated!
The all-time classic - completely updated to meet the needs of the 21st
century achiever! The Psychology of Achievement is an all-time
classic in the Nightingale-Conant library, with over one million copies
sold to date. Since its original publication, Brian Tracy has become
established as one of the world's leading experts in personal
development, the Number One-selling Nightingale-Conant author of all
time, and a mentor to countless other speakers and thought leaders in
the personal development industry.

He knows what it takes, because he's done it. Brian Tracy knows how
to start and succeed in your own business, because he has done it. He
created an import sales organization and built it to the level of $25
million in annual sales in four short years. Prior to establishing the
Institute for Executive Development, he was chief operating officer of a
development company with $265 million in assets and boasting sales of
$75 million annually. Brian Tracy has served more than 100 companies
as a consultant in executive development, sales, marketing, creativity,
corporate strategy and personal motivation.

Attract more luck in your life.
To some people, success is based on luck, a random whim of fate, a
chance roll of the dice. But nothing could be further from the truth. Luck
is predictable. With hard work, it can be controlled. By concentrating on
several "luck factors" - key areas of your life that influence your future
success - you can take the reins of chance and feel yourself racing
forward at a greater rate than you have ever imagined. In The Luck
Factor, Brian Tracy will teach you the skills you need to experience
higher levels of success and satisfaction in all areas of your life.

Because more of our time today is spent in meetings, it's essential that
we spend that time well. And Jim Cathcart can help you and your
associates do just that. As a busy consultant, public speaker, author,
producer, and president of his own sales and management training
firm, he's found ways to lead and adjourn any group discussion with
tangible and profitable results.. His many clients include Fairmont
Hotels, Massachusetts Mutual Life, Ford Motor Credit Company,
American Airlines, Wal-Mart Stores, Falcon Jet, Wang, AT&T, General
Electric, Vanity Fair, AmeriStar, ASTD, MPI, and the American Society
of Association Executives.
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The Jim Rohn Philosophy: Take Charge of Your Life
"When talking about personal success, I like to ask four questions. Why?
Why not? Why not you? Why not now?" Why not acquire the means to
travel first class through life, to see the Mona Lisa firsthand, to swim the
crystal waters of the Bahamas, to sample the food in Paris or Africa? Why
not do it all? There's really nothing like a view from the top.

Ambition can be a powerful force for good in our lives. But only if it is
legitimate. Sometimes misinterpreted and often misunderstood, ambition
- true ambition - is not a selfish quality. Legitimate ambition is an
honorable trait. At its very best, our ambition serves us and other people.
In fact, pursuing your ambition is one of the most selfless things you can
do. In The Power of Ambition: Unleashing the Conquering Drive Within
You, renowned speaker and author Jim Rohn reevaluates the role of
ambition in all aspects of our lives, exploring the facts, debunking the
fiction and revealing the six life-changing steps anyone can take to build
their legitimate ambition.

In High Performance Teamwork, Doug Jones describes how the nation's
top performing corporations are using the team approach to restructure
their organizations to make startling improvements in productivity,
quality, and profit. When you have a group of people strongly united and
motivated to reach a common goal, almost nothing can stop you from
achieving it.

Success in America
Who Has It…and Why? Who Doesn't…and Why? Is It Worth It?

Understanding the difference can help us succeed and help us help
others succeed. Why, in the richest country ever to grace the planet
earth, do so few really "make it" in a substantial way? When financial
and educational freedom are readily available to us all once we
understand the factors that separate the winners from the losers.
Listen to Earl Nightingale as he pulls out all the stops about who
succeeds and who doesn't. Earl Nightingale has made a life-long
study of this subject and he is still deeply involved in it.
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Stake your claim in the new economy! Possession of "The New Rules" is
like owning a vault full of gold!
Garrett B. Gunderson presents a revolutionary new financial paradigm
that can open you up to unprecedented opportunities and unimagined
wealth so that YOU can master the New Rules to Get Rich.

Businesses are holding on to money in record numbers. Here's how to get
employers and business owners to share some of it with you. While in the
process of clamping down on expenses and raises, many companies are
stockpiling cash, just waiting for the best place to invest their surplus cash to
show up. That's where you step in.
Dr. Gary Goodman was mentored by one of the greatest business minds in
half a century: Peter Drucker. Mr. Drucker was one of the best-known and
most widely influential thinkers and teachers on the subject of business
theory and practice. How to Get Paid Far More Than You Are Worth is filled
with shortcuts you can take and smart moves you can make that can earn
you multiples of your current income. Dr. Goodman doesn't apologize for
these simple yet highly effective ideas.

In Achieving Credibility: The Key to Effective Leadership, you'll find a truly
human approach to leadership, one that identifies and focuses on the
traits we all admire in other people. Kouzes helps you put your finger on
the intangibles that make some people simply stand head and shoulders
above their peers. And most of all, you'll come to understand why building
credibility is such a fundamental aspect of the leadership process.
This is a personally inspiring guide, a must-listen for all managers,
leaders, entrepreneurs, and professionals who can't do their job alone.

In How to Be a Rainmaker: Unexpected Rules for Business and Personal
Success, best-selling author and renowned marketing consultant Jeffrey
Fox reveals the myth-busting, convention-blasting strategies, techniques,
and ideas used by today's most successful men and women across the
job spectrum to grab customers, generate cash, and distinguish
themselves as superstars in their fields. In these 12 information-packed
sessions in How to Be a Rainmaker,
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In Piranha Marketing: The Seven Success Multiplying Factors to Dominate
Any Market You Enter, famed marketing renegades Joe Polish and Tim
Paulson reveal their radically different, consistently proven system for turning
any business into a profit-generating machine that operates at full tilt 24
hours a day, seven days a week.

The only difference between you and the titans, tycoons, and billionaires is
that they've already used "outrageous" marketing methods to grab public
attention - and vast incomes - for themselves. Now it's your turn! In this
amazing new program, Joe Vitale reveals the extraordinary, unusual
methods of people who attracted the most attention to themselves and their
businesses with the least amount of effort and time. He reveals the ten
secrets used by outrageous marketers such as P. T. Barnum, Richard
Branson, Madonna, Donald Trump, Houdini, J. Paul Getty, Mark Twain, the
Swedish Bikini Team, and Martha Stewart, among others.

Learn why professional salespeople always build on a solid foundation of
honesty, knowledge, and preparation with The Million Dollar Attitude.
Joel Weldon offers basic insights to help you gain a clearer understanding
of your role as a professional salesperson. You'll discover how to work
smarter, not harder, by applying his "Ten to Win" prospect rating system.
Joel Weldon is a famous sales trainer and sales consultant to numerous
major corporations. He is widely acclaimed for his ability to bring fresh
creative ideas - ideas that produce outstanding results - to those who
thought they'd heard it all.

In The Maverick Mindset: The New Science of Exceptional
Achievement, renowned elite performance consultant Dr. John Eliot
reveals everything he has learned about how the truly exceptional
achievers in this world have - and haven't - attained their exalted
heights of accomplishment.
The Maverick Mindset will show you what they do, and how you can
make their unconventional, contrarian habits and practices your own.
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Les Brown's exceptional program, The Power of Purpose, will not only help
you answer that question, it will also lead you step-by-step toward making
each and every one of your dreams come true. Many of the world's
greatest leaders were called failures, until they discovered their life
purpose. When you choose an occupation that is truly compatible with your
preferences, abilities, and unique personality, you will at last begin to
understand the meaning of true happiness and personal success.

For most managers and professional recruiters hiring qualified employees is a
difficult and often frustrating task. In today's constantly changing job market,
traditional hiring practices are no longer effective. But according to a recent
survey, over 5000 CEOs ranked hiring and retaining top people as their top
priority. In Power Hiring: How to Find, Assess, Hire, and Keep Great Talent,
world renowned expert Lou Adler draws on 25 years of experience as a top
recruiter to create a common sense approach to hiring and managing new
employees. With Power Hiring, you'll learn how to develop a Performance
Profile - a process that will teach you how to spot and hire superior people
every time.

Just a few years out of business school, Marvin Davis found himself in the
position of Chief Financial Officer of a large, fully integrated oil company that
was losing well over $250,000 a month. In The Turnaround Formula, Marvin
reveals his secrets in a step-by-step program that will begin to have an
effect from day one. Your company will take on a lean, mean, more
aggressive posture that gives it an edge in today's super-competitive
marketplace. For people looking to revive a failing company or those
interested in strengthening a healthy one, The Turnaround Formula is the
sure-fire prescription for renewed profits.

In Speak with Power: Giving High-Performance Presentations for Profit
and Results, expert communicator Michael Gelb teaches you how to
overcome any hurdle by focusing on the brain's role in both giving and
receiving presentations. In boardrooms, classrooms, and living rooms
across the country, presentations are designed and delivered in a way
that disregards the one tool needed to communicate ideas effectively:
the human brain. Incorporating the natural creativity from the human
brain will make each presentation you give exciting and memorable. The
program emphasizes that within all of us lies the ability to do more than
merely survive a presentation. On the contrary, speaking to a group can
be an enjoyable, personal, and fulfilling experience! Speak with
Power also dispels the myth that people are either inherently comfortable
in front of a group or they are not. In fact, everyone is capable of learning
how to give persuasive and entertaining presentations.
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Eighty percent of all businesses fail in their first five years!
When you are facing down those kind of odds, you'd better know
exactly what you are doing before you take the plunge. Success lies in
the system! Gerber knows that for a business to be prosperous it must
function like a powerful machine. The type of business is irrelevant - a
precise system of dynamic interplay between the connected parts
should be in place. The well-planned system will, once started, chug
along continually and predictably, transporting you to the better life of
which you've only dreamed. After all, your business should make it
possible for you to do whatever you wish, whenever you wish, while
continuing to produce exceptional results... without you!

Create the wealth you want and the time to enjoy it!
Michael LeBoeuf calls it the time/money trap, and in this down-to-earth
and uniquely practical program, he shares a powerful, simple system
that will empower you to escape it forever. Beat the Time/Money
Trap offers a new way of looking at both time and money that is much
more attuned to reality.

Entrepreneurs are information hounds, well-organized people who
analyze new trends, not only for new ideas but for new twists on new
ideas. They are "doers" who not only develop or invent, but have the
courage to commit to an idea, implement it and follow through.
In Entrepreneurial Thinking by Mike Vance, you'll learn the specific
action steps you need to become more like an entrepreneur in thought
and deed... you'll also hear inspirational stories about some of the
greatest success stories of the Twentieth Century, and how they
accomplished so much. Mike Vance will also help to motivate you, to
kindle that fire-in-the-belly spirit that drives the great entrepreneurs.

There's big money to be made in buying, selling, and leasing
commercial real estate!
Authored by Michael J. Lipsey and Jerry D. Anderson, whose
credentials in real estate speak for themselves, this program shares
important inside information on acquiring property, marketing
property, tips on how to make or lose money, how to select a top
broker to represent you, and much more. You'll find there are no
better teachers than these two professionals.
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Nido Qubein came to the United States in 1966, learned the English
language, completed graduate university studies, and then went on to
become living proof that this is still the land of opportunity. His life has been
an amazing success story and a fitting example of what a multitalented
individual can accomplish.
As a marketing and management consultant, Nido brings outstanding
business acumen and sales savvy to his assignments with such top
companies as General Electric, AT&T, and many more. As a professional
speaker, he addresses more than 200 groups worldwide annually. As an
author he has written over 30 books on communication, sales, and
personal development.

Ric Edelman, one of the nation's best-known and most successful financial
advisors is on a mission - to replace the financial "non-sense" that abounds
today and replace it with financial "un-common sense". Ric calls his advice
"un-common sense" because most people haven't thought through their
financial plans completely enough to see the errors that they may be
making - errors that compounded over time could cost you hundreds of
thousands of dollars in future wealth!
In this program Ric debunks much of the hearsay and misconceptions in
today's financial advice community and gives you solid, structured, proven
financial advice to help you build a future that will give you financial peace
of mind.

Find your "critical 20%" and transform your time - and life - forever! The
80/20 principle - also known as the Pareto principle - is the well-verified
observation that in business, economics, and life generally, about 80
percent of all results flow from a mere 20 percent of our efforts. In this
thought-provoking and highly informative program, Richard Koch unveils
the secrets to how this mysterious but practical principle actually works...
how it is affecting your life right now... and how you can start using it to
your advantage.

How do I launch that startup I've been dreaming about for
years? How do I take my business, career, and income to a place of
high respect and high reward?
In How They Did It, bestselling author and serial entrepreneur Robert
Jordan gets the answers, as he sits down one-on-one with 10 of today's
most successful company founders from the American heartland -
energetic entrepreneurs who built their businesses from virtually nothing
to a collective $18 billion in value.
In their own words, these founders share their stories, setbacks, and
ultimate triumphs, and reveal the key strategies, philosophies, and real-
world solutions they've used to build their $100+ million-dollar empires -
groundbreaking ideas you can use starting today to advance your own
career.
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Charisma is the ability to influence others positively by connecting with them
emotionally, intellectually, and perhaps even spiritually. Charisma comes from
within you, and once you grasp this power, it will never be taken away. In this
informative, entertaining, and insightful program, you'll learn:
Silent messages - the foundations that underlie the signals you send out to
others.
• Your ability to speak well - articulate your terrific ideas!
• Your listening skills - a key to communicating and making others feel special in
your presence.
• Your persuasive talent - motivating others to follow your lead or adopt your
ideas.

Of all the communications skills we employ, listening is the most used, but
least understood and practiced. Until now, the skill of listening has been
almost completely neglected. In school we learn the "Three Rs"; we may
even learn the basics of public speaking, but few schools in America teach
the art of listening. In The Dynamics of Effective Listening, Dr. Alessandra will
help you identify, understand and take stock of your listening skills. He will
help you discover your strong points as well as your weaknesses. You'll
practice specific listening skills and learn exercises for improving in all areas.
And you'll learn the complexities and nuances of the active listening skill.

In The Seven Greatest Success Ideas: 'A-HAs' That Are Guaranteed to
Take Your Life to the Next Level, public philosopher, author, and renowned
business consultant Tom Morris reveals what the greatest philosophers in
human history have to say about what it takes to achieve true success in the
21st century.
With the wit, charisma, and straightforward style that made him one of the
most popular professors at the University of Notre Dame and a corporate
speaker in huge demand, Tom roars through the wisdom of the ages. He
introduces you to the most profound insights that have ever been articulated
by the human mind and draws the connection between those insights and
your personal, day-to-day experiences in an incredibly clear, powerful, and
illuminating way.
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Ric Edelman, one of the nation's best-known and most successful
financial advisors is on a mission - to replace the financial "non-sense"
that abounds today and replace it with financial "un-common sense". Ric
calls his advice "un-common sense" because most people haven't thought
through their financial plans completely enough to see the errors that they
may be making - errors that compounded over time could cost you
hundreds of thousands of dollars in future wealth!
In this program Ric debunks much of the hearsay and misconceptions in
today's financial advice community and gives you solid, structured, proven
financial advice to help you build a future that will give you financial peace
of mind.

Using Robert G. Allen's powerful, proven techniques, you can create
multiple streams of income - income so stable and secure it can lead to
a lifetime of wealth and ease. Whether your goal is to gain extra
monthly income or to escape the stress of the rat race
altogether, Multiple Streams of Income: How to Generate a Lifetime
of Unlimited Wealth can put you on the path to prosperity, peace, and
health.

With Unlimited Energy, you can finally perform in your "energy zone" -
where energy, confidence, calmness, flexibility, focus, and fun combine
to create a fulfilling and vital life. From teaching you to become more
productive to guiding you to improve your relationships, this program
will help you live every day with incredible energy and vitality. Humor,
relaxation, proper nutrition, adequate exercise, and positive thinking
lead to high energy levels that make up the foundation of happy and
successful lives. Over the years, Peter McLaughlin has conducted
hundreds of interviews with everyone from CEOs to front-line
employees. During these sessions, he discovered that only a few
people were living their lives to their fullest potential. He also realized
that the majority of people didn't know how to optimize their
effectiveness, creativity, or energy.
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A Message from Vic Conant

I have always believed that thoughts and ideas are
our most powerful possessions. For an idea can
change the way we look at the world and the way we
think. And, it can also improve every area of our life
– career, relationships, personal wealth, and self-
confidence.
Powerful ideas are at the very heart of success and
are the driving force behind everything we do at the
Nightingale-Conant Corporation. We are the world
leader in self-development and it is our aim to help
you reach your highest and most desired
destination.

Vic Conant,
Chairman Nightingale-Conant


